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Porosity
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Recent studies have shown that dust grains 
grow to highly porous aggregates

cf). Wada et al. 2007, 2009, 2011, Suyama et al. 2008,2012, Okuzumi et al. 2009,2012
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cf). Wada et al. 2009, 
Okuzumi et al. 2009,2012 ,
Suyama et al. 2008,2012
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Planetesimal formation with fluffy aggregates
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Static compression 
by gas pressure

Static compression 
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This study investigates static compression 
process of highly porous aggregates
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Simulation model
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Physical Model

Particle-Particle Interaction

(a) Repulsion/Adhesion (Johnson
et al., 1971)

(b) Rolling
(Dominik & Tielens, 1995)

(c) Sliding
(Dominik & Tielens, 1996)

(d) Twisting
(Dominik & Tielens, 1996)

Forces and torques can be derived from corresponding potentials

(Wada et al., 2007)

Interaction model has been calibrated using compression experiments
(Seizinger et al., 2012)

Particle-particle interaction

cf).Dominik & Tielens 1997, Wada et al. 2007

cf).Seizinger et al. 2012

(a) Repulsion / Adhesion
(b) Rolling
(c) Sliding
(d) Twisting

We use N-body simulation to investigate compression process



Initial condition : BCCA
Particle number : 6×104

Monomer : 0.1μm, ice
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Result
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pressure

Φ = filling factor (density)

Independent from parameters, 
we derive the equation of state
in static compression process 
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Gas pressure

Self-gravity

R

gravity

gas

Pressure in protoplanetary disks

4 TEST

with rolling process, we derive static compression pres-
sure analytically. The equation of state in static com-
pressison is expressed as

Pcomp =
Eroll

r3
0

! !

!0

"3
. (6)

This formula is well fitted with numerical simulations.

8. INTERNAL DENSITY EVOLUTION THROUGH
DUST COAGULATION IN PROTOPLANETARY

DISKS
We obtain the equation of state of dust aggregates in

static compression. Using this equation, we can estimate
internal density in equiliblium state in specific compres-
sion processes. We assume internal gravitational pressure
and gas pressure as compression processes in protoplan-
etary disks.

The gravitational pressure can be estimated with using
escape velocity as

Pgrav = !v2
esc = !0v

2
esc,0

! !

!0

"2! R

R0

"2
. (7)

When the internal pressure of a dust aggregate balance
with external pressure, the pressure equiliblium are sat-
isfied. In such equiliblium state, Pgrav = Pcomp, and
therefore,

!!equi,grav

!0

"
=

m0vesc,0

Eroll

2! R

R0

"2
, (8)

where we use m0 ! !0r3
0.

Similarly, we estimate the internal density in equilib-
lium with gas pressure. The gas pressure against dust
aggregate is described by using relative velocity of gas
and dust as

Pgas = !gasv
2
rel. (9)

As relative velocity of gas and the dust aggregate, we
consider radial drift velocity. The relative velocity can
be written as

vrel =
"vK " St vr,gas

St + St!1
, (10)

where St is Stokes number, which is stopping time of dust
aggregates normalized by dynamical time, and vr,gas is
radial velocity of gas. When St <! 1, for small particles,
the relative velocity can be written as

vrel = St "vK. (11)

Using this, the gas pressure is estimated to be

Pgas = !gasSt2("vK)2 = !gasSt20

#
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$2 #
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R0

$4

("vK)2.

(12)
Dust aggregates assumed here are assumed to be large
aggregates. Thus, we assume that dust radius is larger
than mean free path of gas. Therefore, the Stokes
number St obeys Stokes gas drag law, and St =

St0
!

!
!0

" !
R
R0

"2
, where St0 is the Stokes number when

! = !0 and R = R0. The internal density of dust aggre-
gates in equiliblium with gas pressure is, therefore,

#
!equi,gas

!0

$
=

m0

Eroll

!gas

!0
St20

#
R

R0

$4

("vK)2. (13)

Now, we are ready to estimate internal density of dust
aggregates in protoplanetary disks. As a disk model,
we use MMSN (minimum mass solar nebula) model.
At 5 AU in orbital radius, "vK ! 30[m/s] and !gas !
10!11[g/cm3]. Substituting these value, using equations
8 and 13, we obtain

!equi,grav = 10!2

#
R

1[km]

$2

[g/cm3], (14)

!equi,gas = 102

#
R

1[km]

$4

[g/cm3]. (15)

In the very first stage in protoplanetary disks, 0.1µm
sized dust grains stick each other and construct flu!y
aggregates. This stage lead the internal density grows
as BCCA like, which grows as ! # R!1. Once the col-
lisional energy exceeds rolling energy of one connection
of the dust aggregate, the internal density keeps almost
constant.

Combined with these previous results, figure 10 shows
the internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.
In the first stage, dust grains coagulate as constructing
BCCA structure because collisional energy is not enough
to break the structure of dust aggregates. When colli-
sional energy exceeds rolling energy, collisional compres-
sion occurs and it leads the internal density being con-
stant. When radius of dust aggregates exceeds ! m,
static compression with gas pressure occurs. The inter-
nal density grows as ! # R4. This growth mode ends
when the Stokes number reach ! 1, because relative ve-
locity has maximum when St ! 1. As a next stage, static
compression caused by self gravity occurs. In this stage,
the internal density grows as ! # R2. This stage would
end up when the internal density reach that of BPCA
aggregates. Our simulation also shows that when filling
factor exceeds !BPCA, the internal density deviates from
the equation of state we describe in this paper.
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Fig. 10.— Internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.

8.1. Porous aggregates avoids radial drift barrier
In forming planetesimals, radial drift barrier is one of

the most crucial problem. When Stokes number is 1 and
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In the very first stage in protoplanetary disks, 0.1µm
sized dust grains stick each other and construct flu!y
aggregates. This stage lead the internal density grows
as BCCA like, which grows as ! # R!1. Once the col-
lisional energy exceeds rolling energy of one connection
of the dust aggregate, the internal density keeps almost
constant.

Combined with these previous results, figure 10 shows
the internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.
In the first stage, dust grains coagulate as constructing
BCCA structure because collisional energy is not enough
to break the structure of dust aggregates. When colli-
sional energy exceeds rolling energy, collisional compres-
sion occurs and it leads the internal density being con-
stant. When radius of dust aggregates exceeds ! m,
static compression with gas pressure occurs. The inter-
nal density grows as ! # R4. This growth mode ends
when the Stokes number reach ! 1, because relative ve-
locity has maximum when St ! 1. As a next stage, static
compression caused by self gravity occurs. In this stage,
the internal density grows as ! # R2. This stage would
end up when the internal density reach that of BPCA
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factor exceeds !BPCA, the internal density deviates from
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Fig. 10.— Internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.

8.1. Porous aggregates avoids radial drift barrier
In forming planetesimals, radial drift barrier is one of

the most crucial problem. When Stokes number is 1 and
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In the very first stage in protoplanetary disks, 0.1µm
sized dust grains stick each other and construct flu!y
aggregates. This stage lead the internal density grows
as BCCA like, which grows as ! # R!1. Once the col-
lisional energy exceeds rolling energy of one connection
of the dust aggregate, the internal density keeps almost
constant.

Combined with these previous results, figure 10 shows
the internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.
In the first stage, dust grains coagulate as constructing
BCCA structure because collisional energy is not enough
to break the structure of dust aggregates. When colli-
sional energy exceeds rolling energy, collisional compres-
sion occurs and it leads the internal density being con-
stant. When radius of dust aggregates exceeds ! m,
static compression with gas pressure occurs. The inter-
nal density grows as ! # R4. This growth mode ends
when the Stokes number reach ! 1, because relative ve-
locity has maximum when St ! 1. As a next stage, static
compression caused by self gravity occurs. In this stage,
the internal density grows as ! # R2. This stage would
end up when the internal density reach that of BPCA
aggregates. Our simulation also shows that when filling
factor exceeds !BPCA, the internal density deviates from
the equation of state we describe in this paper.
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Fig. 10.— Internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.

8.1. Porous aggregates avoids radial drift barrier
In forming planetesimals, radial drift barrier is one of

the most crucial problem. When Stokes number is 1 and

Static compression 
by gas pressure
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In the very first stage in protoplanetary disks, 0.1µm
sized dust grains stick each other and construct flu!y
aggregates. This stage lead the internal density grows
as BCCA like, which grows as ! # R!1. Once the col-
lisional energy exceeds rolling energy of one connection
of the dust aggregate, the internal density keeps almost
constant.

Combined with these previous results, figure 10 shows
the internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.
In the first stage, dust grains coagulate as constructing
BCCA structure because collisional energy is not enough
to break the structure of dust aggregates. When colli-
sional energy exceeds rolling energy, collisional compres-
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stant. When radius of dust aggregates exceeds ! m,
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nal density grows as ! # R4. This growth mode ends
when the Stokes number reach ! 1, because relative ve-
locity has maximum when St ! 1. As a next stage, static
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Fig. 10.— Internal density evolution in protoplanetary disks.

8.1. Porous aggregates avoids radial drift barrier
In forming planetesimals, radial drift barrier is one of

the most crucial problem. When Stokes number is 1 and

Static compression 
by self-gravity

Successful pathway of planetesimal formation

Planetesimal formation via fluffy aggregates
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Conclusion
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• We investigate the growth process from highly porous 
aggregates to planetesimals.
• We perform N-body simulations with particle-particle 

interaction.
• We derive the equation of state of dust aggregates in 

static compression process.
• Using the equation of state, we showed the successful 

pathway from highly porous aggregates to planetesimals 
in protoplanetary disks.


